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INTRODUCTION 

Computer-based information systems have evolved for dec-

ades and are very popular in today’s market.  They are well 

equipped with intuitive and powerful features in terms of 

data retrieval and analysis.  But, still, many users do not 

feel comfortable using them.  Many empirical studies show 

evidence suggesting that it is not easy for inexperienced 

users or occasional users to get data of interest using com-

puter-based information systems [8].  In our experience in 

an oil company project, we have observed similar problems 

at our customer’s sites.  Sharing existing information across 

organizations might be a significant burden since different 

domains use different tools and formats.  Also, experts of a 

particular domain feel comfortable with their specialized 

tools, but general-purpose users such as mid/higher-level 

managers, financial/management personnel, and those who 

work in an operation control center in the organization feel 

uncomfortable manipulating these tools to extract the de-

sired information.   

We propose a visualization framework named Reservoir 

Model Information System (REMIS) as our first prototype 

based on to the following requirements from our project:   

  

- Integrate oil reservoir related data sets with geographical 

information. 

 

- Offer easy user interface/easy to understand system. 

 

- Provide interactive visualization and data manipulation. 

 

- Ultimately, provide a variety of visualization techniques 

so that a user can find correlation between data sets such 

as patterns, trends, and exceptions. 

  

REMIS is intended for non-IT experts such as geologists, 

reservoir engineers, staffs, and mid/high-level decision 

makers in this field so that they can understand data and 

communicate between them in an easier way.  To meet the 

requirements above, we designed REMIS into two parts: (1) 

the data access point module and (2) the data visualization 

module.  

The data access point module is responsible for querying 

and acquiring data from data sources and visualizing data.  

This module is extended from our previous work, Phrase-

Driven Grammar System (PDGS) [7], the thick-lined box in 

the middle of Figure 1.  PDGS works as a middleware 

bridging between data sources and 3rd party visualization 

applications such as MS-Excel and Spotfire.  By interfacing 

other visualization tools, a user can bring up a data visuali-

zation without knowing a specific usage of a visualization 

tool.  For example, if a user issues a 2D plot visualization 

description, he can send that description over the connected 

3rd party visualization tools such as MS-Excel and Spotfire 

and get the 2D plot visualization without knowing how to 

use MS-Excel and Spotfire.  In addition, to support usabil-

ity, expressibility, and dynamic interactivity of data visuali-

zation, PDGS adopts structured English-like grammar 

named Phrase-Driven Grammar (PDG).  A data visualiza-

tion description is expressed with relatively short and sim-

ple structured sentences.  Also, each stage of constructing a 

sentence is guided by the GUI of the system step by step.  A 

completed data visualization description is readable and 

understandable and can also be sent over to peers and be 

executed just like a scripting language in computer pro-

gramming.  Recipients can run and update the received sen-

tences by themselves as well.   

For the data visualization module, we implemented a new 

tool, REMVR, the dotted box in Figure 1.  REMVR is not 

only an interactive 3D volume visualization tool but also a 

3D geo-spatial information system, which means that all 

rendered objects are selectable data objects.  If a user picks 

a rendered object in REMVR, then relevant data is queried 

and REMVR displays the result.  REMVR is implemented 

on top of Simian [3], which is a volume rendering tool for 

scientific visualization and developed at the University of 

Utah in collaboration with the Advanced Computing Labo-

ratory at LANL.  It should be noted that REMVR is useful 

only with geo-location data.  If the data does not come with 

geo-location specific information, then a user needs to add 

them by manual or in a pre-configured way.   

 

 

Figure 1. Architecture of REMIS     

By integrating the two modules, PDGS and REMVR, 

REMIS provides a unified and powerful oil reservoir model 

information system.  The main contributions of REMIS are 

in easy and effective oil reservoir visualization as follows: 



 

 

 

- It enables users to create or update a visualization, which 

also can specify data to be associated with the visual ob-

ject using PDG. 

 

- Each process in constructing a PDG visualization descrip-

tion is guided in a user-friendly way so that users begin to 

work with little training. 

 

- Users can visualize a data set without knowing how to use 

specific visualization applications. 

 

Let us take an example of the benefits of REMIS.  A user 

wants to see a 3D volume of a geological property.  When 

the user displays this data set on REMVR, he thinks that 

some parts of the data set are not correct due to some rea-

sons.  So, he wants to correct it and visualize it again.  

REMVR can help the user to do this process.  The user 

selects area of interest in REMVR.  Then, the data in the 

selected area is stored as a temporary object in REMVR 

and shared with PDGS.  Now, the user calls and open up 

the whole 3D volume data set and finds the data of the se-

lected area in REMVR.  The user calls a text editor, makes 

updates for data of interest to the 3D volume data set, and 

pushes it again to REMVR through PDGS.   

Another example is that a user wants to see a 2D plot of 

time vs. oil production for each well in a selected region 

with well name and associated rock properties at the same 

time to see the correlation between oil production and asso-

ciated rock property for each well in the region.  The user 

can use Trellis visualization through PDGS to see a 2D plot 

visualization for each well of the region in one chart and, in 

the mean time, he brings up REMVR to display 3D rock 

properties for wells in the selected region.  Now, the user 

can see 2D plot of time vs. oil for each well and its associ-

ated rock properties using two different data visualization 

tools.  The main advantage here is that the user does not 

know what Trellis visualization is and how to use 3D vol-

ume viewer specifically, but by just triggering commands in 

PDGS, he can get visualization of interest.         

Our challenge here is to achieve an optimal balance be-

tween usability and expressive power in visualization.  Our 

policy is to make most frequently used ones and common 

cases work in our tool and leave the complicated query or 

visualization to domain expert systems.  For this, we have 

been closely communicating with our customer, geo-

scientists and petroleum engineers, and have reflected their 

inputs iteratively.   In this paper, we focus on showing how 

to easily and effectively explore major oil reservoir data 

sets (focus on usability, flexibility, extensibility, and inter-

activity).   

DATA ACCESS POINT MODULE: PDGS 

We add a set of resource types, visualization types, and 

instructions to PDGS from our previous work [7], so that 

users can create a variety of visualization in REMVR. 

DATA VISUALIZATION MODULE: REMVR 

In this section, we introduce the data visualization module, 

REMVR.  REMVR supports two existing rendering tech-

niques: direct volume rendering and OpenGL primitive-

based rendering.  Currently, the direct volume rendering 

method is only used for rock properties and general reser-

voir sub-surface properties such as oil saturation and water 

saturation.  These properties are regular grid volume data 

sets and each consists of a set of floats or integers in a 3D 

array.  We call this type of data, reservoir property data.  

All other visual objects, in general, are rendered as 

OpenGL primitives unless they are specified as 3D volume 

property data sets beforehand.   

We focus on data visualization related to reservoir property 

data and how we approached it.  In general, if a user dis-

plays reservoir property data, then there is not enough in-

formation for the user to learn from it.  They do not contain 

specific boundaries or shapes inside.  For example, a bunch 

of points or blurred shapes are displayed all over the vol-

ume.  To solve this problem, we use several techniques to 

give users possible shapes and boundaries inside a geologi-

cal volume data: (1)  voxelization, (2) gradient segmenta-

tion and k-mean clustering techniques, and (3) radial basis 

functions (RBFs) to visualize geological objects out of 

sparse sampling geometry data by taking an example of 

geological layers [1, 2].  Also, we support a transfer func-

tion as a widget, with which a user can assign colors to 

boundaries and shapes interactively by specifying data 

ranges with colors [3, 4].  Its width and height mean the 

normalized scalar data range from 0 to 255 and the opacity 

of the color to be used for color coding, respectively.   

DATA VISUALIZATION AND EXPLORATION 

In this section, we show several examples of what REMIS 

can do in terms of data exploration and visualization.  We 

assume that “Reservoir_LH” is a reservoir data object, 

which has all data sets including data objects and visual 

objects related to it.  REMVR supports visualization of a 

3D volume box to display oil reservoir property data using 

the visualization type called, “3D Volume”.  “Geometry” is 

used to specify whether a given volume data needs to be 

voxelized with geometry information or not by REMVR.  

The complete example of the PDG sentence is: 

  For Reservoir_LH with Geometry, show 3D Volume of Oil Saturation. 

 

The PDG sentence above displays oil saturation data in 

Reservoir_LH as a 3D volume, but since we do not assign 

color, REMVR uses its default color scheme.  A user can 

assign colors to a specified data range of the volume data 

interactively.  REMVR has the default color coding type 

called Rainbow Spectrum and it offers two data range 

modes: the full data range mode called “full data range” and 

the valid data range mode called “valid data range”.  The 

term “full data range” refers to the full normalized range of 

all data values (e.g., 0 ~ 255) while the term “valid data 

range” means the range which only has non-zero values.  

Unless it is specified, the valid data range mode is applied 



 

 

automatically.  Figure 2 shows the result of oil saturation 

visualization with Rainbow_Spectrum with the valid data 

range and the relevant PDG sentence is as follows:   

Show Vis { 

For Reservoir_LH with Geometry,  

show 3D Volume of Oil Saturation. 

For the Previous Result,  

show Rainbow_Spectrum for valid data range. 

} 

 

Figure 2. Visualization of a Voxelized Oil Saturation. 

Several visualizations can be merged into one visualization 

using a special type of visualization.  This visualization 

type is called, “Visualization” or “Vis”.  A user can create a 

visualization of an oil saturation data as a 3D volume with 

well objects, their pipes, and the amount of water injection 

rate by issuing the following PDG sentence: 

Show Vis { 

 For Reservoir_LH with Geometry, 

 show 3D Volume of Oil Saturation. 

 Show Cube of Well. 

 Show Line of Well Pipe. 

Show Cylinder of Water Injection. 

} 

The PDG example above shows how multiple sentences can 

merge into one sentence.  There are four sentences in paren-

thesis.  The last three sentences do not have Data Source 

part, which starts with “For”.  When Data Source part is 

abbreviated, it implies that it would use the result of the 

previous sentence as a data source.  Figure 3 shows the re-

sult of the PDG statement.   

 

 

Figure 3. Visualization of a Oil Saturation with Well 
and its Water Injection rate. 

The next examples below describe how to visualize a spe-

cific region of a reservoir model with geological and topo-

logical constraints.  Figure 4 can be described in PDG as 

follows:  

Show Vis { 

For Section_21 and Layer_2 in Reservoir_LH, 

show 3D Volume of Oil Saturation. 

Show Cube of Well. 

Show Line of Well Pipe. 

Show Cylinder of Water Injection. 

} 

 

 

Figure 4. Visualization of Section and Layer 

We visualize the oil saturation as a volume in the picture on 

the left image of Figure 5.  But, boundaries of the volume 

are not clear enough to distinguish, especially in the voxel 

level.  Now, the user wants clearer boundaries and shapes.  

We use a general spatial clustering approach.  For example, 

to cluster the oil saturation volume in Section 32 and Layer 

2 into 3 clusters, the following statement can be used and 

the clustered result is the picture on the right of Figure 5: 

Show Vis { 

For Section_21 and Layer_2 in Reservoir_LH, 

show 3D Volume of Oil Saturation. 

For the Previous Result, 

show 3-Clustered of Oil Saturation.  

} 

       

 

Figure 5. Direct Oil Saturation Clustering (right). 

Figure 6 shows an example of a customized new visualiza-

tion named “Well IO Web”.  The Well IO Web is designed 

to represents the relationship between one input and multi-

ple outputs in terms of oil production in one well pattern.  

One input well affects output wells in a well pattern.  In our 

case, “input” means “water injection” and “output” means 

oil production” and the term “well pattern “ here is our own 

definition to divide a reservoir into smaller regions.  Using 

a modified Delaunay triangulation method, we constructed 

a polygon mesh, which maximize the number of polygon, 

which contains one input well near the center of a polygon 

and multiple output wells around the input well and then for 

each well pattern, we pull out all input and output data of 

each well.   



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Visualization of Well IO Web. 

What we wanted to visualize are: (1) which output well is 

affected first after water injection in a certain well pattern, 

(2) which output well is affected most, and (3) whether 

there is any anomaly.  We provide the following PDG 

grammar for Well IO Web visualization: 

 For a given reservoir data source, 

 show Well IO-Web of [ input well] vs. [output wells]  

with [ threshold], [time interval] over[ time period]. 

 

Each bracketed element in this PDG grammar is a user in-

put parameter.  For each well pattern, we draw arrows from 

the input well in the center to multiple output wells and 

based on all input and output data over the specified time 

period, REMVR constructs a normalize time scale which is 

smaller than the shortest arrow in the well pattern.  Based 

on user parameters, REMVR calculates time points, at 

which oil production value crosses its given threshold in a 

given time interval and a period of time for each output 

well.  And, then, it connects corresponding time points of 

each well and generates an area with the same color.  For 

each time points in the same colored area, it displays rela-

tive production changes using the bubble and its size.  

In short, each arrow represents a normalized relative time 

starting from the input to output well. Since it is normalized, 

a user can perceive which well is affected first by checking 

the length of the color coded area. The same color area 

means the same time period for all well.  The size of bub-

bles in the outside boundary of the red colored area means 

relative oil production to show which oil production well is 

affected most by a given water injection well.  The biggest 

one in the same color region means the most affected one in 

that period of time.  By changing user parameters interac-

tively and repeatedly, REMIS can help users to explore data 

in a reservoir model and to find out a relationship between 

water injection and oil production.   

CONCLUSION 

REMIS is a geo-spatial information system for oil reservoir 

data.  It provides an easy and flexible user interface for 

inexperienced and occasional users to get, manipulate, 

visualize, and explore data interactively and intuitively.  It 

is designed based on the requirements from oil-field engi-

neers and geo-scientists in the project.  The teams have 

used scripting languages to gather information from other 

data sources and visualized in their own ways, but, in gen-

eral, since many team members do not know about pro-

gramming languages and database structure concepts, they 

depend on IT experts' helps in many cases.  REMIS enables 

team members to access and visualize data without any in-

tensive training.  Thus, inter-domain communication prob-

lems due to different types of software tools are alleviated 

by use of unifying structured-language-like interface and 

flexible framework, which bridges external visualization 

tools into one consistent control point.  Also, it provides 

ways of making customized visualizations by combing 

primitive visual objects together.   
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